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I have the responsibility...

To acknowledge my light skin privilege and white passing privilege.
To use my privilege to actively fight against racism and dismantle white supremacy.
To be mindful of how I take up space when people with more marginalized racial and ethnic identities are present.
To hold people with similar privileges accountable for being a part of the solution to eradicate racial inequities.

I have the responsibility...

To combat colorism.
To listen to and center the voices and experiences of people with more marginalized racial and ethnic identities than myself.
To call out racism and discrimination when I see it.
To be thoughtful about how I am speaking up for marginalized communities I am connected to as someone who holds light skin privilege.

I have the responsibility...

To heal my own racial trauma.
To honor my experiences with racism while being aware of the privilege I hold.
To learn about the histories and stories of the people of color in my family.
To honor my ancestors by being a whole person who loves myself.
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